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Dear Porschephiles 
 
 
As we draw closer towards another year, we reflect on the blessings that we have received. No 
matter how we lament and grumble, we are still above most people, so keep the joy, keep the 
happiness, for truly we are blessed. 
 
 
1.0 MIGF Closing 
 
One solid month of feasting comes to an end 
with this closing at Berjaya Times Square's 
Theme Park. This closing is certainly a difference 
from previous years in that we get to close with 
unlimited rides with the Roller Coaster twister 
being the most popular. Dinner buffet style 
could be heavy. I wonder if any stomachs churn 
with the upside-down ride. Overall a great 
Festival and all who attended enjoyed it. And so 
it ends...or have it ended? 

 
 
2.0 Track Day at Sepang 
 
The last of this year's track days. We used to have problems getting the numbers up, but with 
the sale of so many GT3RS and GT4s by SDAP, the 45 slots were quickly taken up. On track 
coaching by professionals and transponders attached to cars make for a very exciting day. Track 
times have somewhat improved as the owners get better acquainted with their machines. 

 
The highlight was perhaps the appearance of a 911R. Super rare as the numbers in Malaysia can 
be counted on the fingers of one hand. A throwback to the historical R, it is based on 
lightweight. Only Porsche can sell more for less of a car. Yes, it does cost more than a GT3RS. 
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The lucky appearance as due to someone's 
dad telling the son, “Here, take this out to 
the track." 
It was a big surprise as normally the dad 
does not allow the son to touch his 
cars...now, you can't really go to a Porsche 
Track Day in a BMW, now can you? Thanks 
for the much-valued appearance. 
 
 
 

 
3.0 Social Night at Setia 
 
Ever so generous, Setia in conjunction with the 
launch of their Vian project near Mid Valley 
treated us to a champagne/prosecco and oyster 
evening. Oysters from all over the world from 5 
different countries. 1,000 of them fresh shucked 
before us. Someone commented that these days, 
satay parties are gone. Thank you for hosting 130 
of us. 
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4.  Interclub Go Cart 
 
Porsche, Ferrari, Lamborghini and Lotus. A 2-hour endurance race in 
identical karts. At one stage, it was Porsche teams 1, 2 and 3 but 
eventually only one team, Porsche 1 was in the top 3. Initially, the 
handicap system based on weigh showed a Ferrari win despite PCM 1 
being the fastest....but then...wei...wrong tabulation. PCM 1 did win by 
about 2 seconds. It was that close. Congratulations to everyone but 
especially to our winning team of Ian Sia, Tomo Sato, Jason Loo and Julian 
Ng. Well done. To Tan Tai Ming who led this, good job. 

 
 
5.0 Day Drive to Raub 
 
Going the long way via Bentong to Gap ( foot of route to Fraser's Hill) to Raub was a twisty drive. 
The B roads were quite narrow but most parts were newly surfaced or in good condition. The 
recent rain did not wash down much mud and sand so it was generally a clean drive. In Raub 
lunch of course and the famous tea house. Ta pao pastries at the Tea House is a 30 in lineup kind 
of thing. Kim Leng restaurant in Raub serves a few signature dishes. 
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At Raub we met up with another group of Caymans and Boxsters. Together we dropped by at 
Sungai Ruan village for coffee. Nice but had to park 'around'. Almost 20 Porsches in a small 
village attracts attention to say the least. Thank you, Harvey Lim, for leading and Kenneth Lim 
for the input. Dicky for sweeping. 
 
 
6.0 DC Restaurant (MIGF) 
 
Following up of the MIGF special menus which we had no time to put together. DC restaurant in 
TTDI won the most awards besides being the overall champion this year. Helmed by Darren 
Chang who had 6 years’ exposure to Parisienne master chefs and Michelin starred Maestros, he 
started on his own. In another country, this guy is good enough to earn a Michelin star. 
Creativity is on par of not better than most. To me, he is one of the top 3 chefs in Malaysia. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.0 Burgers and Lobsters (MIGF Genting) 
 
Continuing the link to MIGF 
participation by Genting, this 
franchise from London is now in 
Malaysia and located in Genting's 
soon to be opened Sky 
Avenue.  Access can be via Genting 
Grand and on the same floor as the 
Theme Park. This new culinary block 
houses THIRTY FIVE (35) restaurants 
together. Quite a few of them never 
been seen before in Malaysia...or 
Asia. Upon arrival at the holding area at Olive restaurant, I was quite surprised to see many PCM 
members who have attended MIGF functions and are now on a direct invitation list. 
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The lobsters were very nice. Steaming 45 seconds will separate the meat from the shell and then 
the grilling at correct temperatures ensures no charring. The chilly lobster basically uses 
'Singapore Style' chilly crab recipes but scented with Malaysian belachan. Spicy and aromatic.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Drive safe and responsibly Porschephiles. 
No drinking and driving as the holidays come up. 
 
 
 
Key Soon Yue 
President 
Porsche Club Malaysia 


